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Abstract—It has been a decade since the first surprising discovery that longer telomeres in humans are statistically associat
ed with longer life expectancies. Since then, it has been firmly established that telomere shortening imposes an individual
fitness cost in a number of mammalian species, including humans. But telomere shortening is easily avoided by application
of telomerase, an enzyme which is coded into nearly every eukaryotic genome, but whose expression is suppressed most of
the time. This raises the question how the sequestration of telomerase might have evolved. The predominant assumption is
that in higher organisms, shortening telomeres provide a firewall against tumor growth. A more straightforward interpreta
tion is that telomere attrition provides an aging clock, reliably programming lifespans. The latter hypothesis is routinely
rejected by most biologists because the benefit of programmed lifespan applies only to the community, and in fact the indi
vidual pays a substantial fitness cost. There is a longstanding skepticism that the concept of fitness can be applied on a com
munal level, and of group selection in general. But the cancer hypothesis is problematic as well. Animal studies indicate that
there is a net fitness cost in sequestration of telomerase, even when cancer risk is lowered. The hypothesis of protection
against cancer has never been tested in animals that actually limit telomerase expression, but only in mice, whose lifespans
are not telomeraselimited. And human medical evidence suggests a net aggravation of cancer risk from the sequestration of
telomerase, because cells with short telomeres are at high risk of neoplastic transformation, and they also secrete cytokines
that exacerbate inflammation globally. The aging clock hypothesis fits well with what is known about ancestral origins of
telomerase sequestration, and the prejudices concerning group selection are without merit. If telomeres are an aging clock,
then telomerase makes an attractive target for medical technologies that seek to expand the human life and healthspans.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297913090125
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Elsewhere in this issue [1], I discuss the concept of a
biological clock for aging. Telomeres may be the closest
thing yet discovered to a master clock that determines the
expression of senescent phenotypes not only in cells but
in whole organisms as well. In all eukaryotes, telomeres
shorten with each cell division, creating the machinery
for a replication counter. Chromosomes with short telom
eres cannot express their genes or copy themselves effec
tively. Short telomeres can induce a cell into a state of
dormancy, or worse the cell can become actively toxic to
surrounding tissues.
Telomerase is an enzyme that recharges telomeres,
restoring their length via replication from an RNA tem
plate. The gene for telomerase is present in nearly every
eukaryotic cell – as it must be, to permit longterm sur
vival of the lineage. (Rare exceptions include Drosophila,
which has evolved different means of telomere mainte
nance [2].) But curiously, expression of telomerase is
tightly controlled in many metazoan species as well as

protists. This creates a condition in which cells and
entire organisms can senesce and die for lack of telom
erase.
The specter of an organism dying for want of a cheap
and readilyavailable enzyme points to a fundamental
question of adaptive purpose. Many readers of this jour
nal see in this situation a manifest indication of an adap
tive program for aging; but most biologists deny on
grounds of fundamental theory the possibility that such a
genetic program could have evolved, and thus they look
for an offsetting individual benefit from the withholding
of telomerase, a benefit sufficiently potent to overcome
the full cost of senescence.
In many birds [3] and mammals, including humans,
telomere length is inversely correlated with age, and short
telomeres are a mortality risk independent of age. This
suggests a causal relationship between telomere attrition
and lifespan. Telomeres shorten with age in primates [4],
horses [5], dogs [6], cats [7], sheep [8], cows [9], and
some rodents [10] (though not in bats [11], pigs [12], or
most mice [10]). In telomeraselimited animals, telom
erase is expressed copiously in early stages of the embryo,
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but then very sparingly during development and adult life,
so that telomeres are permitted to shorten progressively
through the lifespan. Short telomeres contribute substan
tially to senescence and the diseases of old age:
• by reducing the pool of stem cells available for
healing and replenishment of tissues and organs;
• by crippling reproduction of leukocytes that pro
vide immune surveillance;
• cells with short telomeres also secrete proinflam
matory signals that contribute to the prevalence of ather
osclerosis, cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease at advanced
ages.
In some protists, telomere attrition already served as
an ancestral aging clock. In paramecia, for example,
telomerase is not expressed during mitosis, but only dur
ing conjugation. Hence paramecia may reproduce clonal
ly through a few hundred generations, before their telom
eres become shortened and they enter a senescent state,
losing viability. They are compelled to conjugate, blend
ing their genomes sexually with a partner cell. Hence the
rationing of telomerase serves to enforce an imperative to
share genes. It is a constraint on individual selection, and
an imperative to share genes communally, enhancing
diversity and insuring against evolutionary dead ends
[13].
This exclusive association of telomerase with sexual
activity finds an echo in higher organisms that express
telomerase only once, at the beginning of a lifetime. This
is suggestive of a conserved evolutionary purpose that has
survived a billion years since the dawn of eukaryotic life.
My hypothesis is that in animals as in protists, telomeres
are permitted to shorten in order to limit lifespan, to pro
mote demographic homeostasis [14], and ultimately to
put a check on runaway individual selection and support
a diverse community that is more robust in an unpre
dictable world [15, 16].
But these are benefits that accrue only to the group.
Aging imposes a fitness cost on the individual. Hence the
concept of an aging clock is anathema to biologists who
believe in the most standard version of evolutionary theo
ry. Programmed death reduces individual fitness, the only
kind of fitness that is recognized by a majority of the evo
lutionary community. How, then, might strict rationing of
telomerase have evolved within the majority version of
natural selection? The hypothesis has been that withhold
ing telomerase provides a firewall against cancer. When
cells become malignant and threaten to replicate out of
control, their growth can be halted by replicative senes
cence.
This hypothesis fails on many grounds, as I will argue
in the remainder of this article. We are left with the for
bidden hypothesis that telomere attrition has evolved as
an aging clock [17]. This is bad news for conventional
evolutionary theory, but good news for antiaging medi
cine, which has found a target in promoting the gene for
telomerase [18].
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EVIDENCE THAT TELOMERASE
CAN EXTEND LIFESPAN IN ANIMALS
In 2003, Cawthon et al. [19] demonstrated a power
ful statistical link between telomere length and lifespan.
Drawing on historic blood samples from the 1980s, they
traced the medical histories and mortality data from a
sample of 143 sixtyyearold subjects, and correlated the
results with leukocyte telomere length. Subjects in the
lowest quartile of telomere length had twice the overall
mortality risk of subjects in the highest quartile.
Before this study, there was a general expectation on
evolutionary grounds that telomere length should not be
related to human aging. If extending lifespan were as sim
ple as expressing telomerase, then natural selection
should have found this expedient long ago, and increased
telomerase expression until telomere length was no longer
a limit on lifespan. The Cawthon results forced many
researchers to consider for the first time the possibility
that people could be dying for lack of telomerase.
Association between telomere length and life
expectancy was confirmed in three studies of animals in
the wild [3, 20, 21]. The question remained open whether
longer telomeres were a marker or a cause of life
expectancy. This question has been addressed with animal
studies. Telomeres have been extended by adding ectopic
copies of the telomerase gene, by genetically program
ming the expression of telomerase via a tamoxifen switch,
and by oral administration of a plantderived compound
that promotes telomerase expression. Lifespan extension
has been detected in worms, mice, and rats.
Joeng et al. [22] created a strain of C. elegans worms
with longer telomeres using not telomerase, but a telom
erebinding protein called HRP1. Lifespan was extend
ed 19% by this intervention. The result was unexpected
because telomeres do not erode over the lifespan of C. ele
gans. In fact, the adult worms are postmitotic: there are
no stem cells, no replenishment of tissues during a single
worm’s lifetime. It should not be possible for telomeres to
function as an aging clock. Life extension of the HRP1
worms was dependent on the presence of DAF16, an
upstream modifier of aging that is thought to be a master
regulator of dauer formation in response to environmen
tal hardships.
TomasLoba [23] first demonstrated life extension in
mice using a strain that was engineered with extra copies
of the telomerase (TERT) gene. Because it was widely
believed that telomerase expression could cause cancer,
they used mice that were cancerresistant via modified
p53. These mice lived 40% longer than controls, and
markers of senescence such as inflammation, glucose tol
erance, and neurological measures appeared on a delayed
schedule. This result was unexpected because wildtype
mice express telomerase copiously, and their telomeres
are long enough to last through several lifetimes without
obvious effects on health and longevity [2426].
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ASSOCIATION OF TELOMERASE WITH CANCER
Most human cancer cells express telomerase; this
constitutes evidence that cancer causes telomerase activ
ity, but not that telomerase activity causes cancer. On the
contrary, a number of studies have found an association
between short telomeres and cancer risk in humans [27
29].
Some studies in mice have found an increase in can
cer incidence when telomerase was overexpressed.
Female mice with extra (transgenic) copies of the telom
erase gene developed breast tumors, while control mice
had cancers in other organs, but not breast [30].
Transgenic telomerase targeted to thymocytes (stem
cells of the thymus) resulted in an increased incidence of
Tcell lymphoma [31]. Similarly, telomerase overexpres
sion in skin stem cells increased the rate of skin cancer
[32].
All these authors note that a puzzling aspect of the
result – telomerase is already abundantly expressed in
mice, and telomeres are never critically short. According
to the standard hypothesis, telomerase rationing should
serve the body by halting tumors when they reach a size
determined by beginning telomere length. Any associa
tion of telomerase with initiation of cancer must be by a
different mechanism, not yet understood.
Laboratory mice are not among the species whose
lifespans are limited by telomere attrition, so the evolu
tionary theory about telomerase rationing ought not to
apply to them at all. These results are interesting, and
suggestive that telomerase plays other roles in metabo
lism, perhaps as a growth promoter [33]; but results in
mice cannot be cited as evidence for the standard hypoth
esis that applies to humans, dogs, horses, etc. (but not to
mice).

THE CLASSICAL HYPOTHESIS
The original theory as articulated by Carol Greider
in 1990 [34] continues to predominate, even though key
pieces of it have been falsified. The original theory was
this.
1. Chromosomes lose a bit of telomere with each cell
replication, and they become dormant and inactive if
their telomeres shorten past a critical point.
2. The function of telomerase is to replenish telom
eres and prevent them from becoming critically short.
3. Cancer cells require telomerase in order to repli
cate indefinitely and out of control.
4. Stem cells and other somatic cells have no need for
telomerase, so long as their telomeres are long enough for
the replications required of them in a lifetime.
5. Maximal lifespan has been a target of natural
selection, taking into account the body’s conflicting
needs for renewal and protection from the risk of cancer.

6. The optimal solution that nature has found is to
set telomeres in the embryo at a length sufficient for a
lifetime of replication, and to keep telomerase under lock
and key thereafter. Thus the need to liberate telomerase
provides one more step in the transformation a cell must
undergo in order to become cancerous.
We know now that the story is more complicated at
every step. Does the central thrust of the narrative still
hold? The bottom line question is whether telomere
length and telomerase activity in the soma are set at levels
that maximize lifespan overall. Answer: There is substan
tial evidence that freer expression of telomerase has a net
effect of lengthening lifespan, both in humans and animal
models. Natural selection has set telomerase expression at
a level that is so low that it limits lifespan. Indeed, some
organisms that are not subject to cancer (e.g. worms [22],
protists [13]) have lifespans that are limited for lack of
telomerase. In humans, senescent cells constitute not
merely loss of a resource for renewal and growth, but
active agents of destruction [35]; and in humans, short
telomeres appear to be responsible not just for shorter
lifespans [19] but even for increased cancer risk [28].
Step (1) has been modified: cells with short telom
eres normally become bad actors, not just passive
bystanders. They secrete inflammatory cytokines, and a
few senescent cells can signal the body to enter a state of
elevated inflammation that heralds cancer, heart disease,
and arthritis [36, 37]. Alternatively, if p53 is deactivated,
the cell can become cancerous, or it can continue to
replicate until DNA damage is detected and triggers
apoptotic death [33].
The lifeshortening effect of senescent cells was
demonstrated [38] in a 2011 study of transgenic mice.
Baker et al. demonstrated that they could delay the onset
of senescent phenotypes and prolong healthspan simply
by imposing on these mice an artificial scheme for selec
tively poisoning senescent cells.
Less prominently, step (2) has been modified: there is
evidence that extension of telomeres is not the only action
of telomerase. Cong [33] reviews evidence that telomerase
is imported by mitochondria, where it modifies signals that
control apoptosis (in both directions, promoting or
inhibiting apoptosis depending on context) [39]. Telo
merase also facilitates repair in response to DNA damage
[40] and modifies gene expression (reviewed in [33]).
Step (3). Telomerase is turned on in most human
cancers, but there remain 1015% of cancers that manage
to proliferate and metastasize without telomerase [41].
This is still not well understood. Blasco [42] found that
telomerase expression in mouse tumors was uncorrelated
to detection of the RNA part of the telomerase, which
presumably is necessary to extend telomeres.
Step (4). Telomerase seems to “moonlight” as a
growth hormone, in addition to its primary function in
restoring lost telomere length [33, 43].
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Step (5). There are abundant examples of mecha
nisms by which natural selection seems to have shortened
lifespan “gratuitously”, without pleiotropic benefit. (In
worms, many genes are known that shorten lifespan, and
for which no benefit has yet been identified. Already in
1992, Stearns provided a list of such cases at the back of
his book on Evolution of Life Histories [44].) The proposi
tion that maximal lifespan is a target of natural selection
has a lot of explaining to do.
Step (6). This is the bottom line question on which
the plausibility of the classical hypothesis hinges: Is
telomerase expression titrated in such a way as to maxi
mize lifespan? There is no experimental evidence in sup
port of this proposition, and some direct reasons to
believe it is false.

WHY THE CLASSICAL HYPOTHESIS
IS UNTENABLE
If lifespan were indeed maximized, then we would
expect that there is a small decrease in lifespan when
expression of telomerase is artificially modulated in either
direction. Lifespan would be expected to decrease when
telomerase is added, because the cancer burden is
increased; and life expectancy would be expected to
decrease when telomerase was subtracted (even though
cancer rates should be depressed), perhaps because
growth and healing are compromised. Both decreases
ought to be small, because they are second order devia
tions from a broad, rounded peak. Instead, we find that
increased telomere length always increases net lifespan.
This is true in humans [19, 45], in laboratory mice [46],
and in wild animals [3, 20, 21].
Note that the original finding that telomerase
expression could extend the lives of laboratory mice [23]
was limited to a strain that was cancer resistant. The more
recent result of de Jesus [46] confirms that even in normal
mice, increased telomerase expression leads to increased
life expectancy. In contrast, the findings associating
excess telomerase with higher cancer mortality [32]
require an unnatural carcinogenic load. There is no evi
dence that the cancer protection afforded by limited
telomerase in mice actually leads to a net lengthening of
lifespan, either in the laboratory or in the wild.
There is diverse evidence linking longer telomeres
with longer lifespan in worms [22], lab mice [46], wild
mammals [21], birds [3, 20], and humans [19]. It has
been argued that correlation is no proof of causality, and
it is conceivable that environmental stressors cause high
er mortality rates and also necessitate cell proliferation,
which tends to shorten telomeres. Frequent infections
might cause the immune system to be more active in some
people than others, and we might expect telomeres in
blood cells to be shortened in such people; but we would
not expect that those who successfully fight off an infec
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tion or other stressors would have a shortened life
expectancy. It is counterintuitive but true that lifespan
can be extended hormetically in people who are exposed
to pathogens. And the idea of demographic correlation
fails completely in the laboratory animal studies. The
worms with extended lifespans had telomeres that were
lengthened biochemically, and the mice were transfected
to add telomerase late in life.
It has sometimes been argued that withholding
telomerase has a benefit early in life, but imposes a cost
later in life, when senescent cells begin to accumulate and
cause problems. This would seem to be the classic defini
tion of pleiotropy, as conceived by Williams [47]. This,
however, is an outmoded idea of pleiotropy. In the 1950s
when the idea was first proposed, it might have been rea
sonable to suppose that evolution was forced to make a
binary choice between presence and absence of a given
protein. But we now know that gene expression is the sub
ject of an evolutionary program at least as intricate as the
genes themselves, and that the time and place of expres
sion for each individual gene is tightly regulated. It is
inconceivable that the body would be unable to express
telomerase late in life (when it is most needed) just
because telomerase expression was inhibited early in life
(when it might theoretically do more harm than good).
The best evidence for the classical hypothesis is: (a)
that most cancer cells turn on telomerase; (b) that trans
genic mice with increased telomerase have higher cancer
susceptibility, and (c) crossspecies analysis of telomerase
activity and cancer risk. I respond to each of these.
a) It is true that as normal cells turn cancerous, 85
90% find ways to activate telomerase expression [41]. This
would be expected to make these cancers more virulent and
dangerous. This fact must be a component of the evolu
tionary pressure that has evolved telomerase expression in
different species. I do not believe that it is the central driv
ing force that has caused telomerase expression to be
restricted, but rather a modifier in some species where can
cer is a significant factor restricting reproductive fitness.
b) Blasco’s group in Madrid [32] created a strain of
mice with an extra, transplanted gene for telomerase.
These animals were able to heal more rapidly in response
to tissue injuries, but they were also more susceptible to
carcinogens. In another strain of transgenic mice, the
same research group [48] report that mean and maximum
lifespan increased with artificially high telomerase expres
sion, despite a higher incidence of early cancers. This
indicates that cancer susceptibility has affected the
evolved expression of telomerase, but that cancer preven
tion is unlikely to be the primary evolutionary purpose.
c) Gorbunova et al. [10] looked in a sample of 15
rodent species for patterns in telomere length and telom
erase expression that might support the evolutionary
hypothesis concerning cancer. Unexpectedly, they found
no correlation between lifespan and telomere length or
lifespan and telomerase activity. What they did find was a
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weak (logarithmic) but highly significant tendency for
larger animals to have reduced telomerase activity. They
interpreted this to mean that the need for cancer protec
tion grows with body mass (number of potentially cancer
ous cells), but not with lifespan. If more cells mean more
cancer risk, why should the relationship be logarithmic?
And why did the correlation with lifespan, the original
target of their research, fail to appear? My interpretation
is that such weak and inconsistent correlations suggest a
modifier of evolutionary function, rather than an inde
pendent adaptation. Gomez et al. [49] worked with a
broader database of mammals, to demonstrate that
ancestral mammals had short telomeres, and that species
like mice that have evolved from them in the direction of
more liberal expression of telomerase.
The hypothesis that telomerase is restricted to achieve
a net increase in lifespan via cancer prevention is certainly
false. Were it not for the unthinkability of the alternative –
programmed death – the theory would be dead in the
water. If it is to be rescued, the theory must be patched to
say that rationing telomerase prevents so many early deaths
that there is a net benefit in fitness, even though lifespan is
shortened [48]. Rodier and Campisi [50] recognize the
evolutionary paradox, and outline a theory of this sort.
They recognize and catalog the many proaging actions
from the inapt secretions of senescent cells: inflammation,
dysregulation of growth and differentiation, disruption of
tissue integrity and angiogenesis. These add to the stark
fact that diminished stem cell numbers impair healing and
repair. But (presumably for theoretical reasons) they do
not consider the possibility that these may be evolved, pro
active mechanisms of senescence.
They state explicitly the pleiotropic premise that the
early benefits of avoiding cancer outweigh the late cost of
foreshortened lifespan, and they make a qualitative case
for the plausibility of this idea without attempting a quan
titative accounting. For their theory to be viable, it should
be demonstrated (1) that the benefit from early cancer
prevention is sufficient to offset the increase in cancer and
allcause mortality later on, and (2) that agespecific
telomerase expression, the obvious resolution of this
tradeoff, is unavailable as an evolutionary pathway.
Until these theoretical lacunae are patched, it remains
a striking paradox that telomerase is hidden for the evolu
tionary purpose of preserving life by avoiding cancer, and
yet the paucity of telomerase has a net effect of both
increasing the cancer burden and shortening lifespan.

WHY THE AGING CLOCK HYPOTHESIS
IS PREFERRED
The aging clock hypothesis applies to all species that
suffer life shortening through cellular senescence, but the
cancer theory only applies to those species that are sub

ject to cancer. Cellular senescence evolved first in lower
organisms, where cancer is unknown, and was presum
ably passed down to higher animals that are subject to
cancer. This argues strongly against the idea that protec
tion against cancer was the primary and original purpose
of permitting telomeres to shorten.
The cancer theory posits a tradeoff, which must
result in greater fitness in the wild with short telomeres
than with long. Before 2003, it was generally assumed
that short telomeres could not be life limiting, as it would
violate this condition. Now we know that, for lack of
telomerase, lifespan is curtailed. We have data demon
strating this for humans, for several wild species of mam
mals and birds, and for laboratory mice. The protection
against cancer, which is afforded by short telomeres, is
more than offset by the lifeshortening effects of short
telomeres. Le jeu ne vaut pas la chandelle. How could
nature be clearer in showing us the face of programmed
death?
If cellular senescence is designed to cut off cancerous
cell lines, why would senescent cells remain alive and
toxic? They could, instead, be programmed to be good
citizens and dismantle themselves via apoptosis to facili
tate recycling of proteins and nutrients. The fact that
senescent cells emit poisons is completely consonant with
the theory that cellular senescence is a form of pro
grammed organismal death. But from the perspective of
the cancer theory, the poisoning of the body must be
regarded as an unexplained evolutionary error.
I would not deny that short telomeres may serve as an
anticancer shield in some circumstances; but this bene
fit alone is insufficient to explain the adaptation because,
after all, the net result of holding back telomerase is to
shorten lifespan and to increase cancer risk.
The hypothesis that telomere attrition is an aging
clock evolved by natural selection for the purpose of lim
iting lifespan applies in all relevant taxa. The worst thing
that can be said about it is that its evolution must have
required group selection. Since 1970s, the conservative
opinion [51, 52] has been that no form of group selection
can compete for speed and efficiency with individual
selection, where the two conflict. But this has been
abundantly refuted in the general case [53] and with
respect to programmed aging, specific mechanisms have
been advanced and modeled, demonstrating plausible
dynamics by which the longterm advantage of shorter
lifespan might prevail over the shortterm advantage of
longer lifespan [14, 16, 54]. Thus it is fundamentally
plausible that telomere attrition evolved as an aging
clock.
The popular alternative hypothesis that telomere
attrition evolved as a firewall against neoplastic transfor
mation has no integrity, because there are categories of
organism to which it does not apply. Statistical genetics
demonstrates that this form of senescence has an ancient
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evolutionary origin [49] probably going back to the first
eukaryotes [13]. Thus there are taxa to which this mech
anism does not apply because they are not subject to can
cer, including the first organisms in which telomere attri
tion evolved. And quantitatively the hypothesis fails
because the presumed avoidance of cancer comes at a net
cost in average life expectancy and, presumably, in indi
vidual fitness as well.
I am grateful for personal discussions with Bill
Andrews of Sierra Sciences, who helped to generate some
of the ideas in this essay, and who corrected several tech
nical points in a later draft. Aubrey de Grey offered a
helpful critique of these ideas.
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